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English Education is rapidly changing like our modern society. However, the process to acquire
language is absolutely rigid, which we find in our predecessors' struggle to acquire their languages. I
investigate the way of teaching English, focusing on Dr. Suzuki's efforts of mastering the English
language.
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な家を訪れると，玄関の壁に “The world is my
























































“Man is a thinking reed but his great works
are done when he is not calculating and
thinking. “Childlikeness" has to be restored with
long years of training in the art of self-
forgetfulness. When this is attained, man thinks
yet he does not think. He thinks like showers
coming down from the sky; he thinks like the
waves rolling on the ocean; he thinks like the
stars illuminating the nightly heavens; he thinks
like the green foliage shooting forth in the
relaxing spring breeze. Indeed, he is the











実施者：芝田 敬准教授，Ms. Lamia Mohamad
非常勤講師
対象者：第４学年108名
英作文トピック：Write about the stresses
medical students face and your ideas to
improve the study of medicine in Japan. Use an
English essay style with a topic sentence,






作 文 例：There are three stresses medical
students face, I think. First, the medical
students sometimes feel pressure from their
parents, teachers and the people around them.
Some people think the doctor is worth respect-
ing because if he / she falls ill, the doctor can
help or treat. So people say to us “You must be a
great doctor and so you should study more and
more.” Those words make us very stressful.
Second, they have many duties, for example,
many desk studies and in-hospital training. But
science keeps changing and the medical keeps
progressing. If we study a lot thing and
remember many diseases and also treatments,
of course the base of them is not.
The last, they have legal responsibility. The
medical students will be doctors in the future,
you know. And they the doctor is sometimes
entrusted the life of a patient. The doctor can
use the dangerous medicine to save his / her life
and also do high risk operation which may lead
a patient to dangerous situation.
Unfortunately, the medical students can't
escape those stresses so they must face them. I
think the best thing their stresses release is to
listen their troubles positively. And the medical
students must do anatomy practice in the 2nd
or 3rd grade. I studied anatomy practice in the
first grade but I couldn't understand detail
because I didn't study a lot yet. The change of








































































































































































Prof. Moonsub han, Ph.D.
Ａ．Changing trend of English Education in
Korea
New trends in English education in
Korea from mid-1990's to present
１．goal: developing communicative pro-
ficiency
２．focus: reading → conversation
３．English education in elementary
schools
４．Changes in college English educa-
tion
－teaching by native speakers of
English








Ｂ．Current Problems in Hanyang
University, Korea
１．In one or two semesters, with three or
four hours per week, the conversation-
al skills are not improved much or at
all.
２．Students who already possess certain
level of proficiency in English are not
at all satisfied with this program.
３．Students with very low proficiency
are not satisfied either because they
found out that their conversational
skills cannot be improved in such a
short period of time, with such a
limited time, making their final grade a
disaster, regardless of the amount of
effort
４．Many native speaker teachers do not
prepare for the class and just walk into
the classroom and keep talking or let
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the students talk, pretty easygoing
style of teaching.
５．There is an increasing doubt if it is
right to teach all college students basic
daily conversational skills. It may be
right to teach them more professional
















Ｃ．New Directions in school English pro-
gram
１．From conversational skills to presen-
tation and writing skills
２．Content-based course
３．Language acquisition occurs when the
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